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Fritz Haake and I !rst met at a conference in Como; I think it was in the mid-1980s. He

and Robert Graham had cycled there—two tall men on big bikes. Very impressive. He was a
new member of our quantum chaology community, getting to know the subject. I immediately
liked Fritz as a person, and soon came to respect him as a scientist.

That branch of physics, one aspect of which was the spectra of quantum systems whose
classical trajectories are chaotic, had been developing for a decade. We had understood the
relevance of random-matrix theory, and this had been in"uentially formalised by Bohigas,
Giannoni and Schmit—all now gone, alas. Fritz soon got up to speed, and generated a steady
stream of !rst-class papers on the random-matrix connection. What I did not know in those
days was that he was also a brilliant expositor; this became clear with the appearance, in 1991,
of the !rst edition of his book [1].

But I was disappointed by this statement in the preface:

‘Random-matrix theory will enjoy special emphasis. A possible alternative would have
been to make current developments in periodic-orbit theory the backbone of the text.
Much as I admire the latter theory for its beauty and its appeal to classical intuition, I
do not understand it suf!ciently well that I can trust myself to do it justice. With more
learning, I might yet catch up.’
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Disappointing, because the periodic-orbit theory that I had developed, based on Martin
Gutzwiller’s trace formula, provided the explanation of the statistical universality that was
the most striking feature of random-matrix theory. That theory elaborated a discovery of John
Hannay and Alfredo Ozorio de Almeida, making it clear that the quantum universality origi-
nated in a classical universality in the distribution of long classical periodic orbits. There was
a prediction: random-matrix theory must fail, in a characteristic and nonuniversal way, for cor-
relations between distant energy levels, because these are dominated by short orbits, which
are not universal [2]. That prediction was soon con!rmed by computations, in particular of
the Riemann zeros. But the theory was incomplete, in the sense that certain off-diagonal ele-
ments in a double sum had to conspire in a particular way that was not obvious; I could see it
happening in computations (of the primes), but I could not understand why.

Well, Fritz certainly did catch up! He soon mastered the semiclassical periodic-orbit theory,
and presented it eloquently in 2001 in the second edition of his book [3]. Then followed an
astonishing series of papers with colleagues and some others, in which the semiclassical foun-
dations of random-matrix theory were deepened, in a way that dispelled the dif!culty I had
identi!ed. I guess the third [4] and fourth [5] editions of his book, that I have not seen, give
explanations of this important contribution.

In my opinion there are no fundamental unsolved problems remaining in quantum chaol-
ogy. I state this dogmatically, but also, paradoxically, with hesitation, because there is
one loose end: the Riemann hypothesis. This concerns the distribution of certain num-
bers originating with the primes. There are reasons to think that this outstanding mathe-
matical problem, connecting analysis with arithmetic, is also connected to quantum theory
and chaos—connections extending far beyond those with random-matrix theory that were
glimpsed in the 1970s by Richard Montgomery and Freeman Dyson. The cluster of connec-
tions—quantum/chaos/arithmetic/analysis—has been fruitful in many ways, but tantalisingly
and stubbornly resists completion. It could be that the Riemann hypothesis is false in a subtle
way (to misquote Einstein: God would be malicious as well as subtle); or (or and) settling the
hypothesis could involve fundamental aspects of quantum chaology, not yet imagined.

Fritz and I wrote one paper together, with co-authors Scharf, Kuś and Dietz [6]. This con-
cerned a spin with angular momentum Sh̄, driven chaotically and with time-reversal dynamics.
The prediction was that for integer S the statistics of the (quasi) energies conform to the Gaus-
sian orthogonal ensemble of random-matrix theory—no surprise there. But for half-integer S
the statistics would obey the very different Gaussian symplectic ensemble: quartic level repul-
sion instead of linear. We illustrated this for S = 249 1

2 and S = 250. But the limit S "# is
usually thought to correspond to classicality, so our result demonstrated a singular aspect: how-
ever high (semiclassical) you go, the statistics alternate, on the scale h̄, as S changes between
integer and half-integer.

Three of us—Fritz, Uzy Smilansky, and me—were born within a year of each other, and
celebrated two joint decimally signi!cant birthdays, at memorable meetings in Ein Gedi and
Rehovot, generously organised by Uzy. Fritz was an unusual and attractive character, distinctive
in appearance with his trademark wide bow tie. His English, in his lectures and also his writing,
was not only perfectly clear but also delightfully eccentric in an old-fashioned way. He was
an accomplished cook; I remember visiting him in the asparagus season, and enjoying that
vegetable prepared by him to perfection. I cannot end without mentioning his driving. Once,
he met me at Dusseldorf airport and drove me to Essen in his souped-up Volkswagen Golf. As
we entered the autobahn, I was unprepared for my back slamming on the seat as he accelerated
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to what I saw on the speedometer was almost 260 km h$1. Terrifying, but I encouraged myself
to believe that he valued his own life at least as highly as I valued mine.

Alas, his life is no more. We miss Fritz, but we remember him with affection and admiration.
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